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One of the most remarkable
events in human evolution was the
development of the capacity for
language. Unlike our closest
primate cousins who may well
have considerable cognitive
abilities to handle symbol
representation, it is without doubt
that humans have developed a
throat structure to articulate these
representations through sound.
The other remarkable aspect of
language is its complete
arbitrariness with respect to how a
concept or object is represented
in speech or written form – such a
creative opportunity is reflected in
the vast array of languages that
are found around the world that
researchers increasingly believe
may help shed light on human
evolution and dispersal.
While language may,
conceptually, have begun with a
blank sheet, linguistic studies
have suggested a possible
development for most European
languages from  a prototype
language in India.
Despite the likely common
origin of many European
languages — Finnish, Hungarian
and Basque remain puzzlingly
outside this picture – many have
exploited sounds and structures
that can baffle closely related
tongues. The Welsh ‘ll’ sound is
difficult for English-speaking
neighbours and one of the Czech
‘r’ sounds is so difficult foreigners
have little chance of learning it
and even native toddlers need
extra coaching in mastering it.
But while languages that are
clearly related have generated
novel and complex sounds, there
is one group of languages that
employ an entirely distinct series
of ‘click’ sounds that sets them
apart from other languages. These
languages, which number around
30, are of particular interest
because they are spoken by
dwindling numbers of originally
hunter-gather peoples in eastern
and southern Africa that may help
throw light both on human and
language evolution. Current
thinking suggests that modern
humans evolved in just such
regions of Africa.
Alec Knight, at Stanford
University and colleagues at the
university and the Institute of
General Genetics, in Moscow, have
been studying the genetics of
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Humans have been enormously successful in exploiting a range of
sounds used in language, but none more so than the click consonants
used by a few populations in eastern and southern Africa. New
research suggests these click languages represent an ancient human
language. Nigel Williams reports.
Clicks apart: New evidence suggests speakers of click languages in southern and eastern Africa may represent an ancient human
language. (Photo courtesy of Alec Knight.)
people from the Khwe and San
populations in southern Africa
which have click consonants in
their language and report their
latest studies in this issue. They
also looked at Hadzabe people in
eastern Africa which, intriguingly,
have click consonants in their
language but are thought to be
unrelated to the southern African
populations. The researchers
looked at Y-chromosome
variations in these populations and
also at mitochondrial sequences.
They were seeking to address
three questions: could click-based
languages represent an ancient
human language, could the eastern
and southern African populations
represent a split between a once
common population of click-
language speakers and could click
languages have a current
evolutionary advantage for their
users still living in a pre-agricultural
environment.
The Hadzabe are a relatively
small population and may be
descended from among the
earliest fully modern human
inhabitants of the region.
Languages among San are so
divergent from one another that
their relationships remain
controversial. Such diversity
suggests ancient population
divergences, the authors say.
A small sample of Ju|’hoansi
(previously identified in the
literature as !Kung) San in
southern Africa has been tested
extensively for both mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) and non-
recombining Y-chromosome
(NRY) haplotypic variation. Other
Khwe and San populations have
also been tested at these genetic
segments, but those results must
be interpreted in the light of long
association and gene flow with
Bantu speakers. Several genetic
systems, and non-genetic
evidence, indicate long-term
isolation of Ju|’hoansi. MtDNAs of
Ju|’hoansi are distinct and form an
ancient, separate cluster of
lineages, the authors say.
Correspondence within Africa
between genetic differentiation
and linguistic classification has
been recognized for some time.
Hadzabe DNA variation has the
potential to play a key role in
furthering our understanding of
the history of click languages in
Africa. Their language, with the
exception of the repertoire of click
consonants and accompaniments,
is dissimilar to every other known
language. Classical genetic
markers indicate similarity of
Hadzabe to Bantu speakers.
From an analysis of their
results, the researchers believe
that perhaps an early population
of modern humans, speaking a
click language, increased in
number, dispersed and came to
occupy most of southern and
eastern Africa.
Via geographic isolation, these
peoples came to form small,
regional populations across
millions of square kilometres, until
a time was reached when gene
flow essentially ceased between
many populations, the authors
say. This view is especially
plausible given that population
sizes appear to have been
reduced between 40,000 and
20,000 years before present.
Under this scenario, eastern
and southern African click
speakers had already been
isolated from one another for tens
of thousands of years by the time
the Bantu speakers entered their
range.
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Noises off: Populations still using languages incorporating click consonants offer vital clues to African linguistic and population history
but are under increasing threat from neighbouring non-click languages and their associated lifestyles. (Photo courtesy of Alec Knight.)
